Press & Marketing Images

The Exhibition

**Short Caption:**
The sitting room at 221B Baker Street

**Description:**
The most recent and highly detailed recreation of the famous sitting room of Mr. Holmes and Dr. Watson

**Short Caption:**
The crime scene

**Description:**
The crime scene of the newest addition to the long list of Sherlock Holmes mysteries where the guests to the exhibition lend a hand in solving the crime

**Short Caption:**
Footprint Maker at the Thames

**Description:**
One of Sherlock’s gadgets is a footprint maker which is made to test the evidence of the new mystery within the exhibition
**Short Caption:** Footprint Maker in front of the window outside 221B Baker St.

**Description:** Footprint Maker helped in testing the evidence of a new mystery within the exhibition sits outside of the front bow window of the Sitting room at 221B Baker Street

---

**Short Caption:** Reagent Test in the Conservatory

**Description:** Reagent tests that reveal toxins within a substance, these important and precise experiments continue to be an important field within forensic science

---

**Short Caption:** Shattered Napoleon Bust Puzzle

**Description:** Matching the shards of a broken sculpture to the manner in which it was broken may reveal a great deal information to help solve the new mystery within the exhibition
Short Caption: Blood Spatter Device

Description: This blood spatter device shoots out bloodstain patterns that help identify how and where a wound was inflicted.

Short Caption: Dr. Watson's Desk

Description: The adventures of his dear friend Holmes, are chronicled here at Dr. Watson's desk.

Short Caption: Sherlock's Chemistry Corner

Description: A fine chemist himself, Sherlock has his own lab in his living room at 221B Baker Street.
Artifacts

Short Caption: Irene Alder's blood stained handkerchief from the film *Game of Shadows*

Description: The blood stained handkerchief was clutched in her hands during Irene Alder's (Rachel McAdams) untimely death and cherish by Holmes in the most recent Sherlock Holmes feature film *Game of Shadows*.

Short Caption: The Dummy from *Elementary*

Description: Used for fencing practice and target practice in the CBS *Elementary* television series of Sherlock Holmes in modern day New York starring Johnny Lee Miller as Sherlock Holmes and Lucy Liu as Dr. Watson.

Short Caption: Original manuscript page from *The Hound of the Baskervilles*

Description: Pages of the original manuscript of Hound of the Baskervilles, a masterful return of Sherlock Holmes and one of only four Sherlock Holmes novels written by Arthur Conan Doyle.